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ABSTRACT
the role of SMEs in national economies iswidely recognized,
However, due to itslimited
availability, especially the lackof capital, SMEs have no margin formistakes. The leading
objective
of this study
iste developa management
control
system
te previde SMEs a resource
to address
itslackof information
fordecision-making
The research proposalcontributes tQ determinethe
purposes.
volume
and
mix
of core
businessby the integration
of Theory of Constrains
ActivityBased
Costing
and
Economic VlatueAdded
The election of management
toots relies on its
the profitabilitywhen
considering
a multiple
potential to address
product and limited resource
environment.
Results confirm
that the integratedmanagement
system
provide insightsinto the mix that

Nowadays
resources

(ABC)

leadsto the maximization of the firmseconomic
dep]oyedand constraints facedby the firms.
Keywords: control

(TOC),

(EVATM),

system;

profitwith

respect

to thetrade-offsamong

reseurces

ABC; TOC; EVA; SMEs

1.Introduction
The role of Small and Medium SizedEnterprises
(SMEs)in a national economy is
known, considering
their contribution
tg the total Gross National Product and
Mitchell and Reid (2000)
importance and
employment.
stated thatdespiteitseconemic
the considerable attention affbrded, researching management
accounting in the small
However, Dilts (1989)
firmsetting has never been fashionable,
suggests that the range
of strategic options
is considerably
narrow
by necessity, since SMEs have insuMcient
resources
to compete
effectively. Sophisticatedand costly strategies are often precluded
by the lack of specialized expertise, capital and personnel necessary to their
implementation,
Moreoyer, the above-mentioned
limitation
means
that managers
at
well

SMEs

have littlemargin
fbr mistakes
and
tools can enable them to make

management

miajudgments

more

and

efficient and

the use

of

financial

use of their
practical

The main ebjective ofthis work isto suggest a management
control
accurately
and
timely
infbrmation
fbr
decision-making
proyides
purpesesin
the context ofSMEs.
The suggested management
control system
would
helpSMEs with
the evaluation
of itscore business
by means of integrationof Economic Value Added
ActivityBased Costing(ABC)and Theory of Constrains,
In order to assess
(EVATM),
the robustness
ofthe
system
we
evaluate
whether
the
benefits
ofthe integrated
proposed
system (scenario
4-5 respectively) surpass the benefitsof grouping the same tools in
1-2-3respectively) using scenario analysis.
pairs(scenario
scarce

resources.

system

that

,

Departmentof ]ndustr{alEngineering and Management,[I;okyoInstituteof Technotogy, Tokyo, Japan.
EVATM isa registered trademark of SternStewart& Co. inthe UnitedStates.
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The
concepts

This

originally

provides

work

where

isto investigatehow SMEs could incorporate
developedfbr laTgefirmsin their decisionmaking
process.

objectiye of this study

subsequent

tools were

implementation in a

Finally,
we

Management

of three management
tools as well as prior works
Then, itpresents
the benefus ofthe proposedmodel;
and its

overview

case

study.

the findings
of thiswork

summarize

2.TOC, ABC
managers

an

combined.

and

offer conclusions.

EVA

and
control

definedby Anthony

was

(1965)as

the process by

which

are ebtained
in
and used effectively and ethciently
of the organization's objectives, Primarilymanagement
control
designedto support the firm strategM matching organizational structure and

make

sure

that resources

the accomplishment
system

was

Nowadays firms are facing new challenges
associated
with
global
dynarnic markets.
many
firms are
Under these circumstances,
increasingly
using
management
tools in order to deal with accuracy in productcost,
and investments
decisions.
pricing,
production,
The integrationof TOC and ABC had been problematic,
since these two theories are
considered
simultaneously
as incompatible
and complementary
to each other. However,
Holmen (1995)
time horizons;
pointedout that ABC and TOC are based on different
ABC has a long-termhorizonwhile TOC has a short run, Along this line,Spoede et al.
also (1994)
state that ABC
generates accurate datato support the TOC process,Cooper
and
Slagmulder (1999)
suggest
that TOC - ABC combination
is usefu1 when the
resource
supply
islimited,
On the other hand,Goldratt(1990)
claims
thatABC was designedto control product
distortions,
and
that tool does not address
the profitability
side, the most
important
Corbett (2000)
insinuates
that the debate
should
problem inthe firm'sdecisionmaking.
not be centered in the short versus
long-term issue,but instead
has to be focusedon the
environment.
competition

type of

The

and

constraints.

of effects between ABC
and EX4dL have alsobeen documented by
Hubbell Jr.(1996)who
argues that the integration
a corporate
provides managers
system
that improvesthe process ofmanaging
bothcost and capital. Anctilet al. (1998)
evidence
of
how
combination
helps
the
to identify
residual income,as weil as
provides
improving opportunities fbr outsourcing
and
unprofitable
product's identification.
Howeve4 the combination
ofTOC-EX4tX
as well as the combination
ofTOC-ABC-EivQaj
has neither been well decumented nor field-tested.
combination

3. Linking TOC, ABC
The

and

EVA

of two main
steps: first,
the management's
tools at SMEs were
implemented.Then, outputs among the three-management
tool integrated
systern were evaluated instead
ofgrouping them inpairs using scenario analysis.
According to TOC literature,
making
money
isthe primary reason fbr a company
to
exist, which
in terrnsof Goldrattisrepresented by throughput(throughput
isa concept
coined by Goldratt,
Eli in The Haystack SyndrorneChapter 4) accounting
measure
modeled

study

consisted

and
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(selling
priceminus

cost of raw material
and components).
However, we decidedto use
management
integratedsystern
EivldL
as
decision
criterion
to
each
primarily
judge
regarding
itscapability to detemiinethe productmix that leadsto the maximization
of
firm'seconomic
to EVAL,becausethe first
profit.We shift from throughput accounting

the second,
which
fbr absolute amount
of surplus
value
over and
accounts
EXQN is not
the resources deployed (we rely on throughput acceunting when
available).
Itisalso remarkable
thatresource usage complements
the ciear-cut selection
subsumes

above

criteria as a source of

infbrmation
regarding

constrained

resources.

This study also introduces a variation in EVA's calculation, which
adds
to the
weighted
average
of
capital
The
EVidL
calculation,
traditional
cost
(WACC) procedure.
which
uses only the cost of debt,was introduced
to gain detailed
information
regarding
interest
expenses
coverage
capacity,
It
also
detailed
infbrmatien
about
product's
yields
the capacity to financeits
growth inthe future.
According to the well-documented
lack of resources
and
knowledge expertise,
implementation was
adopted
to SME's needs
and
resources.
The individual
TOC,
were
done
an
inexpensive
and
implementationsof
ABC and EVA
using
reasonable

available

resource

such

as

MicrosoftExceland ExCelSolver.

3.1 Background qfthe jFVrm
We applied the proposedmanagement
with

annual

in 5

employees

general

and

The

control

in a glass-manufacturing firm,

administrative.

firm provided three differenttypes

categories:

system

capital
size of $4,OOO,OOO
and
13
of approximately
$5,OOO,OOO
warehousing,
marketing,
and
identifiable
areas:
delivering,
productien,

sales

client
products fbr three different
furniture
firrns(large
firms),departmentsteres (bigchains),

construction

of

firmsand small retailers.
The products,
hereon named Pl, P2 and P3 (all
ofthem),
had experienced increasein
in
last
two
Indeed
the
firm
was
using
its
fu]1
time production capacity
demand the
years.
as well as
in order to deliverthe productsorders. Additional investments in equipment
hiringnew personnelwere out of eptions in the short term.
3,1,I Modeling and lhtplementation
ofroC
In the context of decidinghow to exploit internal
and external firm's constraints,
three elements
were
considered:
demand, machine time requirements,
and throughput
acceunting perproduct.
The optimat products mix was calculated as fo11ows:
Maximize Z

3

-<M
Zzixi

=

(1)

i.1

Subjectto OSxin<D, i=1,...,3
As shown
in the equation,
is the throughput accounting

produced;mi
rnachine

machine

time

Z isthe maxirnization

per

unit of

requirements

preducti;xi
in minutes

of

firm'sthroughput accounting;

number

of unit

per unit

of

zi

per product i to be
producti; M total

time avai]ability.
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Di and

the upper and lower bounds respectively,
i and are deterrnined
from fbrecast
ofdemand.
It should be noted that for simplicity of representation,
single
zero

represent

the number

oyer

of

units ofproduct

machine

usage were

shown.

3.1.2 Modeling and implementationofABC
The implementation of ABC was done
capacity of the resources
usage
related to current

productivetime
1998).
The

ABC

1.

'Ib

suppried

which

productionvolume

data was
to the fbllowingends:
system's

calculate

committed

the

independent
of its

b) the cost of supplying an hour of

mix;

to perform

capacity

factorsa)

critical

in advance

acquired

and

used

to three

according

was

and c) the time required

operational

network

fbr each

constraints

each

activity

and
(Cooper

as critical inputsin the working

at each overhead

Kaplan,

out of an

center, as well

as

overhead

centers' labor-hour
cost.
2. Tb calcuiate resource consumption
patternpcr activities per productin terms
hours.
3. To determine
excess or shortage ofcapacity
at each overhead
center in terms
hours.
4. To calculate standard cost rates perproduct,

of

of

Figure1 gives the implementation
steps.
Figure 1 -ActivityCash Flew Network Levels
Level 1OperatingEipe"ses

Determineresources

;-.-.-.-.,.-"..,.Objective:

ABC
Level2
Cash
FlowNetwork

-

OverheadCenters

[11'

Objective:
Determine

Level3

by each oyerhead ccnter

consumed

Activities

Traoed to

resources

availability

Activities

Traced

($& Time) consumed

by

each

activlty

Produets

to

by
product
?.Yrp.fE?.i
P.e!.e.I{I.ltlle.Ie?.g.E[ces
consumptlo"n.

･･11

Level4G&A.

OverheadCenters

Tracedto

Overhead. Center

Tracedto

rate

each

l

[= IEiil[]

Objective:TraceGeneral

i.v...e...exp
to each product
.{...e.
:.//.mip.ist!.at
El..fie..fi

Drivers

D

Resource Driver

As a firststep, committed
directlyattributable
to the
consumptlon

Using
resource

-

capacity

specific

ActivityMeasures-Actiy{ty

was

set as a

overhead

function of the

center

according

Cost

costs

to

Driver

of

resources

its resource

patterns.
driverscost, the firm's operating expenses were grouped in terms of
drivercost pools and then traced to each of the five overhead
centers

resource
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befbre.For instanceinfigure2,headcountgroupedthe annual cost ofpayrell,
employee's
insuranceand supplies non-production related, from the leftto the center.
centers
by using a
Then the cost of resources (cost
pool) was traced to overhead
resource
driverrate (percentage
ofemptoyee
center
in
the
case
ofheadcount).
per
At the second
step, the total labor hours ayailable
in cobjunction
with
the time
required
to perfbrrneach activity was calculated in order to evaluate used and unused
human resource capacity at each center. The activities perforrnedat each center were
measured
in terms of labor hours required by each productdemand. Measurement was
to represent
an
done thro.ugh
drivers."
Those drivers
are units of measure
mentioned

"activity

activity

volume.

Figure2 - ResourceDriyers

Salaries

Headcount

Warehouse

Supplies
Non-Prod.Re]ated
Productlon

EmaeeesInsurance

MachineHours

scpplies
Production-Related

Marketing

MachineInsurance
Building&Grounds

Delivering

uareFoota

Insurance

Services

General&

Supplies
Vchicles-Related

VehiclesHours

Adminlstrative

VehiclesInsurance

[[lypesof mcasuTes
used
Table
l
measures.
shows

labor-hours'
resource

were

frequency,duration,and physical
driversused to evaluate activity
pattemperproductat each center.

a combination

activities

consumption

as

well

as

of
the

[lable
1 -Activi Measures at roduction overheadcenter
CostClassificationActiyity
MeasuTes

Activities

Machineattendance

Batch

Machine setups
Assembly

Batch

Machine operater ratio - Productlen time per batch
- Setup Time perbatch
Number ofsetups
Assembry time per product
Handling time per batch

Unit

Handlingfinal
productto Batch
warehouse

differentproduct mix was evaluated
by
confronting
perproduct.
center
is
For instance,
the implementationof results obtained at productionoverhead
The

excess

or

shortage

capacity

and
laborheur's (demanded

of

available)
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fo11owingfunction:
+O.174h

p=O.3114ma+O.3109ms+O.3603as
where

and

productionoverhead

represents

center

(2)

K 1O,400,

and ma,

ms,

as,

h

represent

activities,

handling respectivelM
and
10,400
represent the totalannual laborhoursavailable fbrthe mentioned
center. Inaddition, the
activities
analysis
allowed
the
identification
of
resource
consumption
per product
activities
rates
in
tenm
of
labor
hours
demanded
by each
patternper
perproduct(driver
attendance,

machine

specific product),as
ma

as

where

=

setups,

O,9628Pl+ 2.128P2

=1

Pl

+

+

(3)

4.2166 P3 S 3,238.56

(4)

2.584P3 g 3,232,92

(5)

P2 +4 P3 K 3,747.38

+2

h-O.0512 Pl

+O.1

Pl,P2

represent

P3

and

assemblM

fbllows;

O.4697 Pl+ 2,0666 P2

=

ms

machine

(6)

P2 + O.18P3 S 18125,
each product's quantities.

Through this procedurewe estimated labor hours needed to delivertotal annual
orders
centers'
cost were traced to products according
per product. Then overhead
labor-hours
resource
consumption
patterns.,

sales

to

3,1.3Modeliirgand lhiplementation
ofEPI4
Most of the infbrrnation
needed
to calculate
EVA could be obtained frornfirm's
financialstatements
and
Balance
Sheet). The implementation
Statement
(Income
required the calculation of total and per product'snet operating profitsafter taxes
capital
(NOPA[T),

charges,

and

cost ofcapital.

Due to the identification
of used

and

unused

idlecapacity

capacity,

NOPAT

the costs of
excess capacity, reflecting
reflected

and NOIasITperproductswere
penalized by
products true contribution,
According to EXL4t'sprocedures,
the firm'soperating capital could be calculated by
the estimation
of totalnet fixedassets plus net working
capital (Bennett
StewartIII,
1991).Hubbell (1996)
suggests
that in order to look forimprovements opportunities,
management
has to analyze each businessprocess(products)
capital cost.
The identification
of capital charges per productwas carried out in two steps. First,
each itemof the balancesheet was associated
with an activity that demands the assets
not

(ABC Tationale).

Afterwardsactivities driverrates per products(Identified
by ABC
analysis)
to tracecapital charges to produets.
In addition, the same procedureused to identify
capital charges perproductwas used
to trace depreciation
as well as interest
expenses.
Moreover, fixedassets resource usage
& land,equipment,
and other assets) by products
was used as proxy to
pattern(property
were

used

allocate the capital charges ofmentioned

The

calculatien

implement EVA

accounts.

'in
the major challenge to be faced order to
risk
proceduresdue to the lack of external infbrmation(market
of capital

charges

rate was
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betas)regarding SMEs context. For SMEs, since betasare not published,
'In addition,
a comparable
firm methodology
was used to estimate the firm'sbeta.
weighted
average betawas estimated
inorder to avoid differences
in capital investment
risk per product. Finally,market
risk premium
was
approached
through small firrn
premium

and

freerate with long-term government bonds,
done in two steps, first
by subtracting fi;omNOPtdiLTthe cost
of debtonly (EXL4L
1) and second, by subtracting the weighted-average
cost of capital
as well as
(WACC),(EVA2).The two steps EVTL calculation accurately reflect financial
publiclystocks and the
The ENLdLcalculation

risk
was

leverageper productallowing the firm to set priorities
regarding
development,pricing,
and processimprovementpolicies.
operational

market

4. Scenarios
At the first
scenario,

the firm integrated
ABC-EMeL intoitsstrategic planning;the
was
that the firm continued producingas it had been doing
underlying assumption
duringthe lastyears. At the second scenario, the firmintegrated
TOC-ABC and itwas
assumed
that the integration
answered
to firm'sdecision
to evaluate
itsconstraints as
well
usage.
At the third scenario, the firm integrated
TOC-EXQdL; the
as resource
assumption
was
that the firm decidedte evaluate itsproduct portfblioas well as its

At the fourthscenario, the firm decidedto evaluate itsperformance
profit.
through an integrated
management
control
system
thatcomprises
TOC-ABC-EVA
in
order to evaluate
resources
expenses
committed
and
capital
deployed.
productportfolio,
At the fifihscenario, the integrated
management
control
system
incorporated
human
resources
constraints
identified
inthe productioncenter through the ABC cash fiow.The
fiyescenarios are summarized inTable2.
economic

[[hble2 - Scenariosanal
Integration

sis

ABCEVA

Scenario
Setting

1
Historicallevels

Assumption

Historical
levels

TOC-ABC

2

TOCEVATOC-ABC-ENQeL TOC-ABC-ENA

3
Optimal Level

4

5
Optimal Level

MachineCenstraints

MachineConstraints

DemandConstraints

DemandConstrains

LaborHours
Constraints
77,76034,50025,OOO 95,OOO23,919l9.983

Product 1 (units)
80,OOO3e,ooo20,OOO
Product 2 (units)
Product3 units
Throughput Accounting ($)
2,g3o,ooe
3,187,180
NOPAT ($)
1,061,672239,958637,O14l,215,980
EX4eL($)Resourceusage($)
nla708,716 3S3,250
353,250
nla
708,716
6.S4%
9.17%
Spread(ROI-COC) (%)
nla102.72g,6
9.l7%

Resourceusa

e

ratio

%

92.33%

nla

3,047,346
l,132,080
302,102635,024

g.15%92.04%

102.72%

4.1 Scenario1 ABC - EX4 Combination
By this integration,
identification
of product's
resource
consumption
patternhelps
managers
reseurces,
infbrmation regarding
to identifyconstrained
as well as accurate
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products'costs. The

explicit

committed)

the system

allowed

infbrmation
regarding
excess
capacity
of resources
(excess
to reflect the products'
without
profitability
penalization

due to the inclusion
ofunused
capacity.
Indeed,thiscombination
{s unable to deliverthe maximum
EVA according
to
resources
EEvL4L),
and also the
deployed(Scenarios
3,4 and 5 outdo this scenario (higher
scenario
2 (higher
Throughputaccounting, the alternatiye selection criteria when model
do net presentEVA.).Despitepositive benefitsof ABC-EVA combination,
itdid not
related
to
what
in
firm
insights
and
which
the
should
provide
products
quantities
produce inorder to beeome more profitable.
4.2Scenario2 roC - ABC Combination
The most importantcontribution ef TOC-ABC
identification
of new constraints, givjng management
short-long

term resource

Resource
shDrtage
usage

or
and

reorganize

isrelated to the potential
insights
about resource
usage
and

combination

adjustment.

depends

the firm'sability and capacity to compensate
excess
capacity
among
centers
internally
gaining more efficiently resource
consequently
improving its profitability.
On the other hand, inabiiityto
resources
with
allowed
the manager
to recalculate
optimal
mix
the
adjustment

on

introduction
of identified
constraints.
Even ifthe integrated
TOC-ABC
system
was useful
and human resources constraints, the system did not
products' value

(EVA,EVA

creation

when

the firm presented
machine

address neither

per product,the clear-eut

selection

the firm nor the
criteria).

4,3 Scenario3 70C - EZ4 Combination
With TOC-EVA combination, the decision-makerachieves a fu11comprehension
about
short-term
and profitability.
In this regard, ifthe firmcould
profitmaximization
not create value
if
exploiting
its
would
indicatethat the firmmust
even
constraints, it
evaluate
itsproductportfolio,market potential,demand elasticity as well as processes
lrnprovements.

first
selection

Even ifthis combination met our
signals
to decisionmakers.
The

criteria,thissystem

could send wrong

identifycenstrained
resources
human
resources)
and
consequently
the
firm's
inability
to
deliver
the
(specifically
mix,
Moreover,
withont
the identification
of resource consumption
product's
patterns
perproduct,capital charges cQuld not be traced to products, lookingat totalEVIdLinstead
of a complete picturethat includeENCA per product, in this regaTd
the threetools
integrated
system
outperfbrm
TOC-EVA
system,
4.4.Scenario4 roC-ABC-EX4
The integratedmanagement

does

system

not

Combination

provides the decision-makerwith
but also at product levels.In this regard,
specific actions at operational and strategic levelscould be undertaken
in order to
improve firmand productperforrnance
as well.
Due to integrationofABC,
two aspects related to overhead ¢ enter could be identified:
ayailability and capacity measured
in terms of laborhours.As shown in tab}e 3 at
historical
levels
production
(ABC-EVAscenario 1),resources deployedat production
and commercialization
centers
and
presentno excess capacity, whereas at distribution
warehousing
centers present
almost 25 % excess capacity. This excess capacity in terms
accurate

information

not

only

contro!

at

system

the firm
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500 hoursat each department
annually,
By the integration
ofTOC
2 to 4),thefirmexploits itsconstraints (demand
(Scenario
and machine
time) switching
the productionfrommix 1 to mix 2.However, increased
would
be possibleonly whenever
laborhours among centers could be
prefitability
ofhours

represented

reorganized.

In the
"favorable"

short-run,

ifreorganization

over-utilization

among

(resource

usage

possiblethis should leadto
ratio 103%) of capacity (Cooper
and
centers could
not be reorganized
inthe

centers

Kaptan, 1992). However, iflaborhoursamong
short-run,
because special training is required to
integratedsystem (scenario
4) shews
laborhours
additional

constraint

simplicity
(for

we

assume

were

upgrade
at

employee's

skills,

production

center

commercialization

centers

as

the

a new

laborhours

In thispanicular3
theintegrated
system
(aspointed out befbre,
ABC generatesinfbrmation
to support theTOC process)providesaccurate information
to support management
decisionsin order to look fbra new alternative mix of product
leadus to setting up scenario 5).
(which
shortage

are reorganized).

lhble3- Ovetheadcenter ca aci usa e
Overhead Production Warehousing Customer Distribution
G&A

Capacity

Ccnter

usage

Scenario l

97%11O%97%

72%81%71%

raUo

100%108%I04%78%88%78% IOO%IOO%100%
92%103%93%

Scenario
2
Scenario3

4.5 Seenario5 roC -ABC - EP;4Cbmbination
The new solution placedmore emphasis on Pl rather than in P2 and P3 because
constrained resource) at production
overhead
product Pl demanded lesslaborhours(the
centers. After analyzing the three
proposedmixes, we visualized that laborhours at
productionoverhead center were a potentialconstrained resource, whereas excess labor
hours'capacity at warehouse and deliveringcenters were confirmed,
no matter
the
3). The new results show the robustness ofthe system proposed;
proposedmix (table
ifthe fimi could reorganize (labor
hours arnong centers) itself
4) the firm
(scenario
creates
rnore
EivL4Lthan historical productionlevels (scenario
1), However, if
reorganization
isnot possiblethe integrated
system
updated
with the identified
constrain
delivers
an alternative mix thatalso outperfbrrn
scenario
1.
Indeed the integratedsystem has additional advantage
over groupingthem in pairs
l-2-3),
managers
to estimate not only EiveA,
but also EivQeL
(scenario allowing
per
about products'
The changes involume
productsachieving more insights
profital)ility.
sold per productaffected
the firm'sthroughput accounting
as well as the products'
economic
in
4,
mix
As shown
table
at historical
leyels
1,the most profitable
profit.
productwas Pl, fo11owedby productP2 and P3 respectively. Pl presentedthe smallest
contribution
margin,
the highestsate volume,
and a resource
consumption
of only 349'6
over the total used resources.
At the same time estimates of capitar employed, directly
attributable to the product represented
3 1% of the totalcapital employed
by the firm.In
the lightof the results, Pl presented the highestreturn on capital invested(55%),
becoming the firm'slargest
wealth
creator, with positive
EivQeL
(1,2).
P2 contribution margin was greaterthan P1, although the sale volume reach lessthan
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40% P1's sales yolume, therefbre P2 'contributedwith 26%
addition,
P2 presentspositiveEiv7{(1,
2).

of

the total gressprofit.
In

Finally P3, in spite of itshighest contribution
margin
(100%more than Pl), the
to total grossprofitreaches only 259,6due to the smallest sales volume
compared
to other products. Additionally,
P3 presented the highest resource
contribution

and capitai empleyed
pattern(35%)
(40%)consequently
expenses
as
became negative, showing P3 inabilityto cover interest
consumption

fbrP3 EVA (1,
2)
as its
capacity

well

.tocreate

value respectively,
,
ln addition, ifreorganization
were possible
(mix2),EivLA.perproductanalysis shewed
that if25% increasedin sales volume
by P3 could be achieved, EM4L 1 turns from
negative
to positiye.･However,volume
was not enough
to cover the totalcost of capital
2).Itishigh]yremarkable
thatdespitethe decreasein products Ais volume
sold,
(EX4dL
in
increasein EVA (l,2) was achieved due to decreasein capital ernployed (decrease
inventories
stock and acceunt
receivables
attributable
to Pl).
,
By the integration
of laborhour'sconstraints
at productien center
5),
(Scenario
in volume sold per product showed that P2 became a wealth destreyer,
as the
changes

itsnegative spread between return on capital and.the weighted-ayerage
cosit of
Even so, P2 did not loseitsinterest
coyerage
capacity.
P3 presented negative
Ei-ipL
(1)and EXL4L(2).
Resultsobtained through,integratedmanagement
control system (scenario
5) suggest
a potentialexcess
ofcapital
investmentattributable
to P2 and P3. The findings
present a
in depthanalysis, includingpotential
market
and
starting pointfor,
growth
pricing,as
well as inventory
and receivables policies.
result

of

capital.

kble4-Economic rofit er roduct
ProductUnits
EVA, (1
80,OOO30,OOO20,OOO
473,748,23
Scenariol 1
2

II2,942.06

-1,781,14 -128,320,07

3
Scenario4 1
･2
3
Scenario5 1
2
3

EVA 2
374,595,02
25,414.75

77,76034,50025,OOO
486,7]6,09 401,084.28
138,808,75 40,222,46
59,463,56 -76,441,51
95,OOO23,91819,983
609,353.95 508,589.29
43,8S9.88 -44,O07.40
-3,997.32 -131,734.87

5.Diseussion
The

SMEs

of three-management tools in
obtained suggest that the implementation
can not only be accomplished
satisfactorily,
but also surpass the benefitsof

results

grouping them inpairs.
The proposed control

system

historical
firm behaviorand
constraints

The
system

and

resources

ascertains

profit

optirnal product mix

variance
between
importantelements like

contribution

regarding

committed.

that implementation
in pairssubsume
4
or
5)
the
following
shortcoming.s:
(scenario presenting

scenario

analysis

shows

to the integrated
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combination
does not provide signals related to what products
the
firm
should
quantities
produce to become more profitable.
b) By the combination
of TOC-ABC
the system isnot capable to provideevidence
a)

ABC-EVdiL

vaiue
c)

creation

TOC-EMPL

as well
system

as genuineproductprofitability.
does not identifycausal relationships

activities

and

address

between

of

resources

produced. That iswhy itdoes not
consequently
itis unable to proyide signals

perfbrmed,
the firm'slackofresources
and
regarding possible
targets.
productions
committed,

or

volume

6. Conclusions
The

ofdeveloping
the integrated
system
was to provideSMEs a resource
to
itslackof infbrmationfbr decision-making
purpesesin order to evaluate the
itsproduct portfblio.The election of three management
tools
performance regarding
relies on itspotentialto address
the profitability
analysis
when
considering
a multiple
productand limited resource environment. In this regard, scenario analysis confirms
that the integrated
management
system delivers
insights
about the mix that leadsto the
maximum
EVdL possible,
according
to the trade-off among
firms'resources deployed
and theirconstraints, The integratien
ofTOC
intothe management
control system helps
firmsto fbcus on their short-term regarding cash generationand liquidity.
In the
middle-Iong
run, ABC
and EMdL integration
helpsmanagers
to identify
areas where
improvernents are workable,
ABC-EN4AL providesmanagers
with insights
intotheircosts
and capital charges per product by the identification
of idleor shortage
capacity
which
shows
areas where
ineMcientresources could be cut or reorganized.
Identificationof
resources
consumed
at product levels provides managers
with
reai infbrmation
regarding
trade off among
assets, expenses
and profitability
of individual
products. The
limitation
ofthe
work
is
related
with
the
difficulty
of
applying
the
management
present
control
system
freelyto all SMEs. Because there is a gap intothe nature of every
enterprise,
itisnecessary to adapt the proposedtool and tailoritto each firrnbehavior.
Additionally
the model does not incorporate
non-financial strategic control measures
and
customer
satisfaction)
that
are critical to a firm's
success,
(lead-time,
quality,
objective

address
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